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Todays story 
› Student success 
› Bachelor 
› First year students 
› Just one instrument 
 Implementation 
 Results 

› And now? 
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3 Tier degree structure UoG 
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SECONDARY EDUCATION 

BACHELOR 
• Bachelor’s degree 
• 180 ECTS (3 years) 

1 

MASTER 
• Master’s degree 
• 60 - 120 ECTS (1-2 years) 

2 

DOCTORAL 
• PhD 
• 4 years 

3 

45 bachelor programs 
20.027 students 
4.714 diploma’s in 2013 

160 (research) master programs 
10.081 students 
4.014 diploma’s in 2013 

9 graduate schools 
1.500 PhD students 
436 dissertations in 2013 

http://www.rug.nl/about-us/where-do-we-stand/facts-and-figures/education-figures 

30,108 students 
• 13 % international 

• 10% EER 
• 3% non EER 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
European higher education used to be known for its very diverse national systems. Now, it is characterised by the Bologna Process aimed at establishing the European Higher Education Area. European higher education uses the European Credit Transfer System (ECTS). ECTS is intended to facilitate student mobility and international curriculum development. In 1999, at the occasion of the anniversary of the Bologna University, European ministers responsible for higher education (or their representatives) gathered to discuss and eventually sign a document called the European Higher Education Area. Now, the document is referred to as the Bologna Declaration.This has lead to:an increase in programmes taught in English, to internationally recognisable higher education structures and to transparent quality assurance measures.The European Higher Education Area should in fact be identifiable:by its transparency, by its comparable degrees organised in a three-cycle structure, by its cooperation in quality assurance and by its mutual recognition of degrees. Common goal: The creation of a coherent European Higher Education Area means:To improve the international competitiveness and attractiveness of European higher education in the worldTo ensure unhampered mobility and employability to students, graduates and higher education staff.
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Study load in ECTS 

› European Credit Transfer System (ECTS) 

4 4 

DOCTOR 

MASTER 

BACHELOR 

2 ° 60 ECTS 

3 ° 60 ECTS 

1 ° 60 ECTS 

2 ° semester 

1 ° semester 

2 

3 

1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
European higher education uses the European Credit Transfer System (ECTS).ECTS is intended to facilitate student mobility and international curriculum development. It is a generalised basis for all the national credit systems and is regarded not only as a transfer but also as an accumulation system.ECTS promotes a systematic approach to describing educational programmes by attaching credits to its components. The definition of credits in national higher education systems may however be based on different parameters, such as student workload, learning outcomes and contact hours.ECTS makes it easy to read and compare programmes accross Europe. It facilitates mobility and academic recognition and helps universities to organise and design their programmes.The study load of a bachelor’s degree programme is 180 credits
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If a tree falls down, and no one is there … 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have a kind of philosophical question.If a tree falls down in a forest, and no one is there, it doesn’t make a sound.How about if we talk about students?What happens if a student in your class is struggling, and you are not aware in any way?it doesn’t make a difference for you as a faculty member.It doesn’t make a difference for you as a study advisor.What can you do if there is no sound?http://www.flickr.com/photos/chrisrobertshaw/2542752306/sizes/l/in/photostream
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of our students graduating with their bachelor degree within 4 years (2005-09) 

that leaves over 53% of our students out of this equation. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets take a different perspective.If you have 46.7% of your students graduating with their bachelor degree within 4 years, that leaves over 53% of your students out of this equation.(21.8% of the students graduate nominally, this means after 3 years)So what happens with 53% of your trees in the forest? Go down. It is quite a dramatic picture.And these are the results from the last 5 years at the university of Groningen. Depends on your faculty these figures are sometime much better, sometimes much worse.Dropout rate.  It is dramatic statistic. And this is what the faculties are struggling with.Target is 70% in 2014 for all universities (agreement between universities and Ministry of Education & Science)
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of our students graduating with their FY program within 1 year (2005-09) 

that leaves over 62% of our students out of this equation. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets have a look at the students we are bringing in. I will make the assumption that we admit students we believe that are going to be successful.And institutions want their students to be successful. It is not the question that they want students to come in and fail. But the fact is that students are struggling.The picture is that 37.3% of the students graduate their first year program after 1 year.(After two years 72% of the students graduate from their first year program.)Ethic failLcms have the dataWe do have the opportunity to tag the data.Failure on many different aspects. It is on us asIT professionals and instructional designers that don’t take advantage of the data that are there.Institutions on trying to be able to take advantage what resources they have to make this happen
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Our ambitions for 2015 
› Binding Study Advice system  
 earning a minimum of 45 ECTS during FY 

› Bachelor-before-Master rule 
› quality of teaching and lecturers 
 University Teaching Qualification 
 quality assurance widely standardized 

› form and intensity of the teaching 
 FY minimum of 12 contact hours/week 
 supervision of students further improved 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Academic probation
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Our ambitions for 2015 (2) 
› Study succes 
 13% first year drop-out 
 10% first year switch 
 70% success rate at Bachelor’s level 
 

› And much more … 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ambitions for 2015 – Study successStudy success will significantly increase in the coming years. The final study success figures will depend on a combination of testing, clear learning pathways, teaching regulations and the quality of teaching and lecturers.The University of Groningen wants to improve the match between prospective student and degree programme by providing information and a series of selection instruments such as web classes.The introduction of a Binding Study Advice norm as a resource to lead to a further improvement in study success in the coming years coupled with less switch and drop-out, all without the standard dropping. The aim is to enable all students who want and are able to study successfully to do so.The success rate at Bachelor’s level for students who reregister will climb after four years from the current level to 70%.The University of Groningen will develop new instruments, such as progress examinations, to support and objectify the selection before and during the programme.Ambitions for 2015 - Form and intensity of the teachingThe Groningen teaching model features coherent learning pathways, varied testing spread throughout the programme, a streamlined university teaching model and learning communities.With regard to the teaching in 2015, the University of Groningen will work with the concept of the learning communities on a significant number of degree programmes. Pilot learning communities will begin in 2013. A learning community is a group of students and lecturers that develops into an educational and social environment. Learning communities also provide differentiation in broad Bachelor’s degree programmes. The learning communities can evolve into year groups in which students are more likely to study together.The teaching periods in the academic year are determined as four times ten weeks. In the Bachelor’s phase the preference is for a maximum of two course units to be scheduled at the same time. The preference is also for a student to be assessed on the basis of a maximum of eight marks per year. The forms of instruction encourage independent study and study in practical groups and work groups.The Bachelor’s thesis is scheduled as a course unit with fixed teaching times and an interim and final product.The teaching and supervision on the Research Master’s degree programme and in the PhD phase are attuned in order to facilitate and accelerate the beginning of a career as an academic. The scholarship system will, if it is made legally possible, be of great benefit here.Ambitions for 2015 - Quality of teaching and lecturersGood teaching begins and ends with the lecturer. Working on lecturer quality is a continual process. The quality of lecturers is defined within the University of Groningen by the University Teaching Qualification (UTQ). The University of Groningen also offers a course in Educational Leadership.In 2015 80% of the lecturers (in this case: Professors, Tenure Track Professors, Associate and Assistant Professors and Lecturers with an appointment for more than 0.2 FTE and a contract of a minimum of three years) at the University of Groningen will possess a teaching qualification.English language skills remain an important precondition.Good teaching must be valued in the organization. Lecturers who particularly excel at teaching will be offered a clear career perspective as such at the University of Groningen, unless they also remain active as researchers.Internal quality assurance procedures are in place for the institutional assessment, for which the University has applied for 2013.Constant testing and guaranteed examination quality will be standard by 2015.Decentralized admission will, in those degree programmes where this is on the agenda, guarantee the quality of the intake.
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What is a BSA ? 
› Decision Faculty Board to expel a student from 

his bachelor degree program 
› Rules 
 40 ECTS credit points in first year 
 propaedeutic certificate by end of 2nd year 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Binding (negative) Study Advice – a definition�After 1 September 2010, all students who start a degree in the first year of the Bachelor’s phase will be faced with the BSA system .�A BSA (binding negative study advice) is a decision by the Faculty Board to expel a student from his/her degree programme, because that student failed to earn enough ECTS credits points/ did not pass the BSA threshold.BSA thresholdThe minimum number of ECTS credit points a student must earn to pass the BSA threshold is 40 ECTS credit points in your first yearGaining the propaedeutic certificate by the end of your second year.Binding Study Advice (BSA) is common practice in the Netherlands and comes down to the simple fact that a university student has to obtain a certain percentage of credits of his/her first year modules. If they do not meet that condition, they’re expelled from that specific field of study (and related fields of study) for a certain period (generally 3 to 5 years). Goals of this regulation are:Increasing the study effectiveness of the organizationIncreasing the quality of education in generalPreventing students known to have no perspective on successful outcomes to continue their study after the first year.Being able to offer students more accurate guidance throughout their studyAlthough this measure is legally anchored, it encountered fierce criticism from several student unions and related parties. They claim the regulation not to be the suited method to improve the quality of education. On the contrary they see it as a serious restriction in the freedom of choice of a student.Nevertheless the greater part of educational organizations has introduced or is introducing the BSA regulation in their educational program. Other countries may not use terminology like BSA but early watch systems and other initiatives to increase efficiency are common practice.Since BSA is always adjusted to meet the local regulations and desires, SAP chose not to enclose a BSA solution in Student Lifecycle Management (SLcM). As many educational institutions are momentarily using this regulation, we decided to develop a common, generic and flexible solution for the market, fully integrated within the SLcM software.�The solution consists of three major parts. The first part consists of the admission and registration process. Based upon a complex set of rules, the system can automatically determine if the student falls under the BSA regulation. If so, the student gets a BSA candidature, which implicates that the student has to fulfill certain conditions (achieving a certain number of credits) in his/her first year, before being able to register for a subsequent year of that study (or related field of study).That brings us to the second part. To see if the student meets the required conditions, an audit can be executed that will compare the results of the student with the conditions required by the relevant field of study. Depending on the period within the academic year, the conditions can be adapted in a flexible way. Throughout the year the student receives intermediate advices, which tell both student and advisor how the student is doing. This permits to set-up an adjusted study plan when needed to make the student succeed in his/her study. Finally, at the end of the year, the student receives a finale advice. This can be a positive one, allowing the student to continue in the field of study or a negative one, preventing the student from continuing because he/she lacks any perspective on a successful outcome. All audit activity is logged in what we call the BSA file of the student, so it is accessible in a very clear and useable format to the study advisor of the student.The third and final part involves the integration of all needed correspondence into the solution. Every advice can be sent to the student, by means of email or letter, meanwhile keeping track of all exchanged correspondence in a log file. This way, it’s easy for the advisor to keep an eye on the progress of the student, but also on the audits and concerning correspondence that have been exchanged. Correspondence is built up based on several conditional rules, using dynamic data of the student, his/her study and related resultsDutch term or phrase: (negatief) bindend studieadviesThis is the decision taken at the end of the propaedeutic year about whether the student has obtained enough credits in order to continue his studies in the main phase programme.Hannelore Wagemakers�letter of exclusion from universityExplanation:�The process of being told to leave university or college is called 'exclusion' im many parts of the English-speaking world. Hence 'letter of exclusion', 'notice of exclusion' or 'decision of exclusion'.��-> "A student may appeal against an exclusion decision to the University Appeals Committee where they can provide evidence that they have met one or more of the following grounds:..."�http://mams.rmit.edu.au/tchwzxekee32.pdf��-> "Exclusion�Exclusion is the formal decision on the part of the University to end a student's registration on a programme of study. ��There are two main types of exclusion - academic exclusion and disciplinary exclusion.��Academic exclusion�Schools have the power to exclude a student on the basis of academic failure.
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BSA framework 
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anchor SSB SVO-1 VSA SVO-2 BSA 

date sep 2013 nov 2013 feb 2014 apr 2014 jul 2014 

year 

# >8000 7624 6659 6640 6376 

SSB = beginning study announcement  
SVO = study progress overview 
VSA = preliminary study advice 
BSA = definitive study advice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ankerpunten in BSA-traject:SSB	studiestartbriefSVO	studievoortgangsoverzichtVSA	voorlopig studieadviesBSA	bindend studieadviesIn collegejaar 2010-2011 zijn er aan de start van het jaar ruim 5700 studenten die initieel onder BSA regeling vallen. Door aangepaste regelgeving (gebruik eerdere inschrijving bij clusteropleidingen voor vrijstelling) en verbeterde administratie eerder behaalde WO-propedeuse valt dit terug naar ong. 4800 studenten die na het eerste semester een voorlopig studieadvies krijgen (VSA).
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Registration requirements 
› Formal study registration 
› Study program and load 
› Course enrollment 
› Study results 
› Etc. 

 
› Goal 
 Correct 
 Complete 
 Real time as possible 
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From ECTS to prelim. advice 
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How to inform the student? 
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How to inform the student? 
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Study success 
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Study advice per faculty 
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Effect of BSA 
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Success rate – first year 
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year of enrollment
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Success rate - Bachelor level 
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year of enrollment
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Earlier deregistration 
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Results 
› More students have more credits 
› Less students with no credits 
› Students deregister earlier 

25 
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Challenges 
› Messaging: 
 email is no longer the single best way to 

reach students (was it ever?) 
 

› Reporting: 
 additional views will be requested 
 

› Institutional: 
 formalisation of administration 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
MessagingEmail is no longer the single best way to reach studentsNeed standard approaches to provide a multimodal platformReportingPulling together common views will remain a challengeAs additional views are created:New functionality will be requested (ability to send “special” msgs)Faculty and students may become more concerned with how data is being utilizedInstitutionalData in many places, “owned” by many people/organisationsDifferent processes, procedures, and regulations depending on data ownerEveryone can see potential, but all want something slightly differentSustainability – “can’t you just …’Faculty participation is essentialStaffing is a challenge
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New possibilities 
› Early warning system: signals + interventions 
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Student 
Performance 

Academic 
Preparation 

Student 
Effort 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Part of the answerThree pods of dataStudent demographics/Academic PreparationPerformance/grade book dataEffort in LMSDe studierendementen op de RUG moeten verbeteren (denk o.a. aan prestatieafspraken MOCW). Een manier om dat te doen is door studenten die potentieel risico lopen op vertraging of zelfs uitval zo snel mogelijk te onderkennen en vroegtijdig interventie te plegen. Daarvoor is nodig dat dergelijke studenten liefst nog voor de studie en anders zo snel mogelijk tijdens de studie herkend worden: Early Warning Signals. Dergelijke informatie is cruciaal voor een accurate studiebegeleiding om daarmee het studiesucces voor de student te vergroten. De signals kunnen niet alleen gebruikt worden door de studieadviseur of docent, maar ook door de student zelf.Signalen kunnen uit verschillende domeinen komen:Student Characteristics/Academic Preparation:�Vooropleidinggegevens zoals informatie over het eindexamenpakket/profiel en de behaalde cijfers. Sinds collegejaar 2014-2015 wordt via de matching intakevragenlijst ook andere voorspellende factoren bevraagd en in kaart gebracht.Student Performance:�Gerealiseerde studielast, uitgedrukt in ECTS, aantal toetspogingen en behaald cijfer.Student Effort:�Activiteit in de leeromgeving Nestor. 
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Contact information 
› Hans Beldhuis, Ph.D. 

Centre for Information Technology 
University of Groningen 
 
h.j.a.beldhuis@rug.nl 
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